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Choices earns recognition in San Francisco
by Amber Caddell
Members of Choices, Regis University's
peer education program, flew to San Francisco
on Nov. 8 lo join other peer educators for the
national BACCHUS and GAMMA Peer
Education Network conference.
In addition to an exciting boat cruise
around Alcatraz and a brief excursion through
the highlights of San Francisco, students
attended breakout sessions and professional
speakers to educate themselves about the
issues facing themselves and their peers and
more effective ways to promote awareness of
these issues within the guidelines of their
respective program and university.
Amongst the 780 participants in the
conference, twelve Regis students were in
attendance. They included (pictured above,
from left to right, bottom row): Rebekah
Tippets, Crystal Wright, Phuong Bahn, Jill
Welsh, Sarah Duffus, (top row) Hans
Vonderhoffen, Scott Shields, Amber Caddell,
Kathryn Cernanec, Tim Brungardt, Sasha
Hernandez, and Alicia Coughlin.
The conference was also marked by
success on several different levels for the
Choices program and its participants.
Scott Shields was elected Area 3's SAC, a
national position within the BACCHUS
organization that allows him to serve as a
liason between area 3 affiliates and the
national office. Area 3 includes schools with

peer education progrl\lDS in Colorado,
Montana. Utah, and Wyoming.
Also, Choices received first place awards
for their booth which showcased the program
through the theme "Bridging the Nation
through Peer Education," and for their
mocktail drink Independence Ice: a raspberry
jello slush.
BACCHUS and GAMMA is a national
peer education network founded 26 years ago

to help college students educate each other
about issues affecting their health and wellness
through programs and speakers, by engaging
in open discussion, and through leading
healthy lifestyles themselves.
The network includes 868 affiliates
distributed nationally among 38 states and 13
international affiliates located in Australia,
China, Mexico, New Zealand, and Puerto
Rico.

Winter session: a time,to catch up, or get ahead
by Jaclyn Rostie

MEMBER SINCE I 99 I

Classes offered during winter break
provide opportunities for seniors to complete
needed classes for graduation and for all
students to get ahead. The Winter Interim
Session is held Jan. 2 through Jan. I 1. It
offers four on-campus classes: 1- Sophomore
Seminar: The 50's: Testing the American
Ideals, 2- Junior Seminar: Latin America in
Film, 3- Senior Seminar: Love and Work, and
4- Speech Communication. The session also
offers an online business class, Developing
Secure Commerce Application. Registration
for these classes began Monday, Nov. 12 in the
Office of Summer Session. Tuition is reduced
to $330 per .credit hour for a total of $990 per
class. Students are limited to one class during
the session.
The Winter interim Session was first
offered last year. During that first winter
session, 53 students participated in the four
offered courses. This year. between 65 and 70
students are expected to enroll in the five
classes. Due to the calendar. this year's
session is a day shorter, lengthening the hours
spent in class each day. New classes offered
this session are Sophomore Seminar and
Speech Communication. Allyson Morris,
Coordinator of Summer Session said, "It is a
great opportunity for students. As a graduate

of Regis, J wish the opportunity to take classes
in a winter session had been available."
While the classes seem short, they are
equivalent to a regular semester long class.

The model of the
class as well as the
material covered is
the same as during a
full semester,
however, the smaller
class size allows them
more flexibility
During the semester, students spend
approximately 42 hours in a three credit hour
class. The students will spend a total of 40
hours in class during the intense eight days.
Because students are only pennitted to take
one class, this makes them concentrate solely
on that class, rather than balancing five or six

like during a full semester. Another advantage
of the class structure is that professors spend
less time reviewing from previous lectures. ln
some classes, professors assign reading and
essays to be completed prior to the start of the
first class.
Departments choose what will be offered
during the session. However, they primarily
strive to offer core and upper division classes
that students need the most. The most popular
class offered is Senior Seminar. The
individual professors determine the number of
students that can in enroll in these classes.
Professor Joan Conners, Ph.D., will be
teaching Speech Communication during the
interim session. This class, like the one held
during the summer session, is usually smaller
than during the regular semesters. Rather than
the normal class size of approximately 22
students, the winter and summer sessions
usually have about 16 students. The model of
the class as well as the material covered is the
same as during a full semester, however, the
smaller class size allows them more flexibility.
They can have better discussions on
communication issues as well as have the
opportunity to meet with ELS students to
further study intercultural communication.
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The transcendent muse

Dear Editor.
Whal a fantastic article by Cory. Meiser in
the November twelfth Highlander! It is so
nice to see the tradition of student reporting
maintain its roots in proper bias! The token
quotes by Dr. Terry Schmidt should keep the
fascist war-mongers from suspecting that the
student press is discriminating against their
ignorant viewpoint. All of us with any sense
I.now that conservative views are throwbacks
to a dark age when racism, sexism, and
homophobia ruled the world. but you have
done a nice job of maintaining the pretense of

objectivity while undennining the views of the • languishing away in selfish, racist, warlike,
troglodyte reactionaries.
superstitious existences - that is. until someone
Dr. Tom Duggan is obviously a man with like Dr. Duggan can show us the path to peace
enough heart Lo share a little bit of it with all
and understanding.
of us. If only we could adequately learn from
Again, l must congratulate you on your
him how to care more ourselves! Dr.
staffs skill al presenting the proper side of an
Duggan's assertion that the counter culture
issue, while still maintaining the facade of
"had a conviction that it was pure of heart"
objectivity. It is sad that those of us who
certainly means that it was, after all. Without
already know everything have to bother with
the counter culture, we would never have
sue~ ~retense, but until the world is purified of
learned to expand our minds with narcotics
the 1d1ots who disagree with our loving and
and hallucinogens, not to mention all of the
peaceful ways, we must resort to such
glorious freedoms we have achieved through
measures.
the idea of "[ree love." Of course the greatest
thing that the counter culture has brought to us
Your Comrade,
is the knowledge that most of us are
Nathan Matlock
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Protesters then and now... other facts of war to evaluate
by James Roth
Sociology Department

Two recent Highlander articles (Nov. 12,
was misquoted, since I know him so well), it is
pp. 6-7) highlight this unfortunate detour
not correct to say that people "protest for
The current "war" against Afghanistan has
around the issues we citizens should be
cameras now" rather than for the cause they
raised a kind of nostalgia for past wars waged
debating. In the first article. by Kristen Alire.
by the United States. In particular, interest bas
a good-faith effort is made to encourage
focused on the anti-war movements that arose
students to study the history of U.S. foreign
inside the U.S. in response to these wars. It
policy and practice. Professor Michael Lacy,
seems that citizens of this country are more
widely quoted in the article, offers some sound
concerned about what happens on the home
advice on the benefits of students becoming
front than they are with the actual conduct of
informed about U.S. inv'o lvement in other
the wars. Put another way, they are more
countries, and Alire concludes with an
concerned with their neighbors' motives ~nd
appropriate paragraph on the virtue of
attitudes than they are with the motives of the
speaking from knowledge. The focus is what
policymakers who actually take the nation to
the public "knows" and "thinks," but the article
war. Instead of studying the institutional and
directly confronts the problem of speaking to
cultural reasons for going to war, the focus of
the real issues.
the news media-and hence the focus of popular
The second article, by Cory Meiser
debate-becomes "public opinion" and the
(''Today's call for peace much different than
extent to which the nation is "united."
[sic] Vietnam protests"), throws the problem
into stark relief. The article tries to relate
anti-Vietnam-War protests to possible protests
against current U.S. policy in Afghanistan .
Tom Duggan (philosophy), an opponent of the
Vietnam War. and Terry Schmidt (politics),
who helped perpetrate that war in the Nixon
administration, are the featured professors.
The focus of the article becomes "public
believe in. Protests have always had the
opinion" and the extent to which the "public"
purpose of drawing popular attention to a
will suppon the current war. That's fine, but
cause. That was true before there were mass
what transpires is a serious distortion of
media. The attempt to draw the attention of
dissenters then and now.
the mass media to one's cause does not in any
First, there real! y exists no such thing as
way diminish one's dedication to the cause.
"public opinion" in the U.S. What is taken for
The insinuation in Meiser's construction of
"public opinion" in the U.S. is a construction
Prof. Duggan's point, I suspect, does not reflect
of propaganda waged by government and
Duggan's argument. The insinuation is that
corporate officials and agencies with the
protesters are egocentric, attempting to draw
It is certainly legitimate to make
collusion of the establishment news media,
attention to themselves rather than to an issue
comparisons between today's protesters and
which are controlled by a few giant
of justice demanding popular concern. I hopethose of yesteryear. The pity is that it replaces
corporations with a vested interest in the
and suspect-that Prof. Duggan's argument was
legitimacy of U.S. foreign policy. "Public"
and m •ershadows careful consideration of the
that the nature of protest has changed in an
now seems to mean nothing more than
actual policies and practices of U.S. warattempt to receive media attention. That may
"popular." And popular means little more than
making. Furthennore, all too frequently. the
be a flawed tactic, but it in no way diminishes
attitudes and opinions manufactured by the
the extent to which the protesters are
comparisons between former protesters and
propaganda of powerful groups and
committed to their convictions,
contemporary dissenters rely on inaccurate
institutions.
Third, I must most adamantly denounce a
myths about past protesters and distortions of
Second (although I suspect Prof. Duggan
couple of statements attributed to Prof. Terry
the motives of today 's critics.

What is taken for
"public opinion" in
the U.S. is a
construction of
propaganda waged by
government and
corporate officials
and agencies with the
collusion of the
establishment news
media ...

It seems that citizens
of this country are
more concerned
about what happens
on the home f root
than they are with the
actual conduct of the
wars.

Schmidt. He is quoted, first. as saying, "The
(anti-Vietnam-WarJ protesters were well
intentioned bat nai"ve. They did not understand
the s.!_akes of the game or the importance of the
war." As a protester against that war I can
assure everyone that the vast majority of antiwar protesters thoroughly appreciated what
was at stake and the significance of being at
war in Vietnam. Most protesters were
concerned about the morality of waging a war
against a poor civilian population. That is a
good enough reason to oppose a war. But
many of us-probably not a majority of the
protesters, but a sizeable minority-understood
the war as an escalation of the longstanding
U.S. policy of imperialism, an attempt to
subjugate economically weak countries and
territories to the exploitative practices of
global capitalism. We might have been nai"ve
in our belief that as citizens of a democracy
our opinions would be accorded a hearing
among policymakers. but we were certainly
not nai"ve about the motives of the political and
economic elites who foisted that war upon us.
If anyone was nai"ve, it was the person who
believed that there was any democratic or
national purpose to be served by that war. It
was an imperialist war, a war of the rich
against the poor.
Prof. Schmidt is also quoted as saying,
"The media and the American public were
being manipulated by the North Vietnamese
government" The establishment media-The
New York Trmes, Washington Post, Wall Street
Journal, 1ime, Newsweek, US News & World
Repon. plus the major TV networks in the
1960s and early 1970s-allfervently supponed
the U.S. war against the people of Vietnam. At
most, after l 968, they expressed some doubt
that the war could be won or raised some mild
criticisms of the manner of its conduct. North
Vietnam's perspective on the war got almost no
media coverage in the U.S. news media The
major criticisms of the war came from
returning U.S. veterans.

continued on paee 4

Are you getting your money's worth from your Regis education?
by Kathleen Coyne
Regis students pay more than $25,000 a
year for their education. Yet, in my
estimation, most of them don't get their
money's worth. Yes, Regis students do get
focused attention and strict dorm rules on a
campus with less than I ,500 students.
However. Regis students have access to fewer
features and programs that are vital to a 21st
Century university education.
According to Merrial'tl-Webster OnLine, a
university is "a,t insrit1.1tion of higher learning
providing facilities for teaching and research
and authori::,ed to gram academic degrees;
specifically: one made up of an undergraduate
division which co1fers 'bachelor's degrees and
a graduate division which comprises a
graduate school and professional schools each
of which may confer master's degrees and
doctorates." It is quite obvious that students
go to college to receive degrees. although my
brother likes to say that women only go to get
a M.R.S. Degree. It seems that Regis
University follows the guidelines that
Merriam-W~bster sets forth, yet maybe the
problem is that Regis University focuses too
much on the second half of the definition--the
graduate school and professional school.
Every student within reach of a television or
radio knows that Regis has a graduate school
and professional school because of the
thousands of dollars spent on advertising.

Regis College offers roughly 20 majors.
Now, if one compares the number of students
to the available number of major disciplines,
then it would appear as though there are plenty
of majors available. However, sophomore
Rich Cadwallader does not think that Regis

It boggles the
brilliant minds of
many students at
Regis College why
there are not enough
teachers, available
class times, or variety
of classes offered.
offers enough majors. Although Regis offers a
writing minor, he wishes that there were a
writing major or music major.
It boggles the brilliant minds of many
students at Regis College why there are not
enough teachers, available class times. or
variety of classes offered. Regis is expanding.

or so the administration tells us, so why aren't
more teachers being hired in necessary
departments?
I entered college planning on double
majoring in Communication and Political
Science. Unfortunately, that is not going to
happen. Although someone (administrator?)
could say it is my fault, I disagree. The
political science teachers are two of the
smartest faculty that I have ever encountered
and l recommend any student to enroll for
their classes. Seven political science classes
are offered during the spring semester. I have
already taken four of them. I cannot take one
because r am not a senior and another is
offered at a time when I have to take a
prerequisite class that is offered only once a
year. So my class choices were basically
narrowed down for me. Maybe Regis is
actually making my schedule easier for me by
offering so few classes. I guess r should be
gracious.
Many students attend Regis to get a
broader education. Please teachers: let us
know how we can get into a class such as
Punishment and Corrections, which sounds
interesting, but requires a prerequisite of
Introduction to Sociology. I don't want to be a
sociology major and I am sure that there is
some connection between the two, but isn't
there some way to take the specialized course
by itself? Do I really need an introductory

sociology course if I want to learn about
criminal justice? Or is this just a means of
boosting course enrollments? Certainly some
classes need to have prerequisites. although the
only ones that I have found to be useful are the
art and language prerequisites.
At least Regis University offers the
special Regis Guarantee. Wait! I hope that
freshmen realize right now that there are so
many restrictions that almost no one gets to
use their guarantee. And most of the students
who do not graduate in four years have either
taken less than 4 classes a semester or have
GPAs lower than a 2.00, both of which
eliminate your chances of a free year of
education. Students also have to pursue a
single major, which cannot be changed once it
is declared at the end of a student's sophomore
year. So much for pursuing new areas of
knowledge.
Regis also has the commitment program
to admit students with lower GPAs or SAT or
ACT test scores. These students aren't eligible
for a fifth year free either. Junior Ariana Etter
was extremely unhappy about this fact: "I
shouldn't have been in that program anyway
and I find out my junior year that I can't get
my fifth year free. " If only parents knew that
the beautiful guarantee that it is touted over
and over again during freshman orientation
weekend is, in fact, a rarity at Regis .
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Bombings, Blacklists,
and other Bull
by Kevin Kroh

military commissions that could operate in
secrecy and have the power to pass death

To make things clear. the purpose of this
editorial is primarily to offer a widely held
sentiment that has been swept under the rug of a
seemingly blind patriotism blanketing our
country, particularly in regards to the present
context of the bombings of Afgh.anistan. The
desired result of this editorial is to induce a
conversation about how we can improve the
current situation and our own behavior.
To begin on an historical note, it is
necessary to recognize that the group we are
hunting- the Taliban-was created by the
United States as an oppositional government to
the communist leader hip supported by the
Soviet Union. Our support of the Taliban and
for the Afgahni people wa conveniently
abandoned soon after the fall of the Soviet
Union. arguably contributing to the prevalent
poverty, illiteracy, hunger and despair that has
crippled the country since. The United States'
bombing campaign has re-destroyed the
already-bomb-ridden cities and landscape, and
sentences-decisions which could not be
killed thousands of men. women, and children
appealed to any other court. The fair trial
unable to flee the borders of their country.
protections under the US UMCJ would
Similarly, countless deaths are said to have been
obviously be in violation, as well as those of
the result of our cluster bomb packets being
international law. considering that the
mistaken for air-dropped food rations since they
commissions' decisions cannot be appealed to a
look identical in size and color.
I am completely
and utter! y in despair
over thls irresponsible
murder campaign being
perforn1ed by our
government (supposedly
"of, for and by the
people"). I am at a loss
for words and actions to
improve the situation.
and I am certain that I
an1 not alone. The
disheartening pseudojustifications for our
continual bombing of
thousands of Afghani
BBC photo
civilians are from the
Thousands
of
protesters
gather
in
Trafalgar
Square
in
Lo11do11,
adoption of a terminal
psychosis on Ille part of England.
each individual responsible. whlch has been
hlgher court. "and the people they try cannot
manifested in the dominant collective
seek redress in any court anywhere in the world
consciousness of a mob-mentality out to hang
for any human rights violations they suffer
the suspects. It seems a~ though Ille majority of
during arrest, detention or prosecution."
the American population is lapping up the rotten
This insidious panic reaction has also
rations of patriotic propaganda served to us by
infiltrated our education system and college
the major media as if we were a bunch of
can1puses around the country. Coincidentally on
starving dogs. The biased inforniation espoused
the same day. the American Council of Trustees
th.rough the primary media sources acts like a
and Alumni (ACTA) presented a report titled
Defending Civilization: How Our Universities
are Failing America and What Can Be Done
About It. Listing l l 7 comments made by
faculty and students after the events of
September 11 (some of which are statements of
fact), which includes the names of the
individuals and their universities, this antipatriotic "blacklist" harkens .back to tlie days of
McCarthyism. The blatant hypocrisy shines
through their pretentious slogan of being
"committed to academic freedom," as freedom
of speech on college campuses is obviously
being curtailed in the name of the few tax
dollars spent on education by the government.
drug. encouraging tlle reactionary and
On a side note, after the drastic reorganization
seemingly endless military retaliation, as well as
of education governance in Florida, Gov. Jeb
a multitude of domestic military orders and
Bush acquired the privilege of selecting ACTA
governmental policies violating established Jaws
to train 145 newly appointed college and
and codes and threatening commonly agreed
university trustees to represent their
upon human rights.
commitment to academic freedom.
The most recent violation of international
law and US Uniform Military Code of Justice
In trying hard to calm my dissatisfaction,
( UMCJ) came two weeks ago witll President
my personal proposal is for a gathering of
Bush signing a Military Order. The order allows
students, faculty, and individuals outside of the
for non-US citizens suspected of involvement in Regis community for a conversation of
"international terrorism" to be tried by special
composure about these issues, toward progress.

It seems as though
the majority of the
American population
is lapping up the
rotten rations of
patriotic propaganda
served to us by the
major media as if we
were a bunch of
starving dogs.

I

I am so completely
and utterly despaired
with this
irresponsible murder
campaign being
performed by our
government...
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U.S. War protests and
propaganda now and then
continued from page 3
But what is most disturbing about this
construction of manipulation is that it
suggests that a presumed enemy duped
those who opposed the war. This point is
important because it is being used again-as
it has been used against opponents of U.S.
policy in Central and South America, the
Caribbean, Iraq, Palestine, Africa, and now
with respect to Afghanistan-to paint
protesters as uninformed and motivated by
some knee-jerk reflex. against anything the
U.S. government attempts to do, especially
militarily, anywhere in the world. Worse,
it suggests that considered, ethical, and
informed criticism of U.S. policy is merely
the result of propaganda campaigns
conducted by countries declared to be
enemies of the U.S. The criticisms that
informed the protesters against the
Vietnam War were not merely "well
intentioned." They were based on careful,
thorough research, sophisticated theory,
and venerated ethics. To dismiss them as
naive is most misleading, not to say
deplorable.
I am not trying to claim that every
demonstrator against Ille Vietnam War was
infonned, theoretically sophisticated. or
highly etliical. What I am saying is that
Ille anti-war mol'emenr was led and driven
by people who represented all or some of
those characteristics. How quickly we
have forgotten that almost half of returning
Vietnam veterans joined the anti-war
movement as leaders or sympathizers.
Have we forgotten that the leaders of the
movement included Martin Luther King.
Jr., Robert F. Kennedy, Daniel Berrigan,
S.J., Ramsey Clark (a former U.S. attorney
general), Daniel Ellsberg (Defense
Department official who leaked The
Pe11tago11 Papers), Robert Muller
(Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation)
and a great many other notables? Can we
discount the almost unaninlous opposition
to Ille Vietnam War in the populations of
countries allied with the U.S.?
If anyone is "duped" by a
government, it is the ordinary U.S. citizen,
manipulated by the U.S. government. The
president's office, the State Department,
tlle Department of Defense, the Energy
Department, and many other departments

of government spend millions (probably
billions) of dollars annually to hire PR
firms to manipulate "public opinion," at
taxpayers' expense. That practice was
almost as extensive when Prof. Schmidt
worked for the Nixon administration as it
is today, except that in those days the CIA
which had hundreds of journalists on its ·
payroll writing for establishment
newspapers, did most of the PR. The claim
that the impoverished North Vietnamese
government manipulated the U.S. media
and public during tl1e Vietnam War is
absolutely absurd. The manipulation was

How quickly we
have forgotten that
almost half of
returning Vietnam
veterans joined the
anti-war movement
as leaders or
sympathizers.
done by the U.S. government to try to win
popular approval for the conduct of an
imperialist and-by any humanitarian
ethics-immoral war. The effort was not
successful simply because the
overwhelming empirical evidence made
the claims of the U.S. government and its
propaganda agencies implausible.
As I write this, the Taliban seems to
have retreated in abject defeat. I am
certainly glad tllat the Taliban and,
presumably, Al-Qaeda have apparently
been defeated. But that does not make me
happy about U.S. foreign policy. least of
all with respect to Afghanistan. To ex.plain
that would take an essay many times the
length of this one. My purpose here is
simply to dispute the distortions of antiwar protesters, then and now, that were
presented in the Nov. 12 issue of
Highlander.

Winter Interi01 Session
continued from p~e 1
Both tlie Dean of the College and the
Academic Council approved the Wmter
Interim Session. Other universities, such as
the University of San Francisco, tlie
University of Denver, and Arizona State
University, have similar programs.
The Office of Summer Session is once
again offering swnmer session classes next
year. For this upcoming session, they have

worked toward expanding the program.
introducing new classes in the field of
Criminal Justice~d new travel learning
courses that will take students to Japan and
New Mexico. The travel learning class to
Italy will not be available this summer but
will be back on the schedule for the
summ~r of 2003. And a special travel
learning trip to Italy is in development for
the 2002 fall semester.

CLARIFICATION:
in We at th e _Highlao der would like to clarify the fact that the front-page photo caption
th e Nov. 12 issue was not intended to be an attack on the staff of the Registrar's
Office.
· registration
.
. to keep lines moving as quickly as
. The staff works hard d unng
th
possible. and e lines were not consistently long. Though students were disappointed

~~~:c_lass cl_osu':5, thi~ is not the fault of the Registrar's Office staff.

The Registrar's
. m CODjunctJo~ with the ITS Department and the Regis College Dean's Office is
working toward the unplementation of on-line registration.
.
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The
Regis
Senate
•
R
~
of1ers a eso1ut1on
by Geneva Corirossi
Regis University has many leaders
across campus who have made meaningful
impacts on student life. After the tragic
events of Sept. 11. the student Senate decided
their vokes needed to be heard. The Senate
is comprised of club and organization
representatives and two Executive Cabinet
members. Vice-President Walker Sears and
Director of Operations Jaclyn Rostie are the
main actors of Senate. As a group they have
prepared a statement that has been authored
by Walker Sears. In preparation for this.
however, they spoke to a large sample of
students to get their input and feelings.
Reaffirming the Ideals of the Regis
Student: A Resolution by The Regis
University Student Senate:
"We. the students of Regis University,
strive to embody the University mono of
'Men and Women in Service to Others.' The
events of September I I, 200 I, allow an
opportunity to revisit this motto and examine
the ideals behind it.
This tragedy initially brought us grief,
despair. feelings of hopelessness, and feelings
of sadness. Despite these emotions, we can
now see what long-term results we should
hope to achieve. This tragedy has presented
an opportunity, a fundamental point of
reflection with which we can bring forth a
stronger, more loving spirit and atmosphere
on campus. Therefore.
''BE IT RESOLVED, by the Regis
Uni versity Student Senate in representative
action of aU Regis students, that we take this
occasion to reaffirm our feelings of love,
respect, and unity with all people of the
world, especially those who call Regis their
home. We shall not allow the actions of
outside forces to subdue our dedication to
one another, and our acceptance of those in
the Regis community, in a manner that is in
accord with our Mission. and our underlying
question of 'How Ought We To Live?' In
regards to the events of this fall, let it be
decreed that we ought to live in a manner that
upholds the Jesuit tradition of cura personalis,
the care and concern for the individual
human person. No Regis student or guest on
the campus shall be treated in a manner that
minimizes the quality or value of that
individual. No matter bow one defines him
or herself, or how others define that person,
in consideration of race, ethnicity, or religious
belief, the significance and importance of that
person's unique humanity shall not be
compromised. We, the students of Regis
University, are 'Men and Women in Service
of Others,' and the personal qualities of those
whom we serve shall have no bearing on our
actions in alliance with or toward them."
The Regis University Senate passed
this resolution unanimously on October 24,
2001.

Student Ieaders stay active
. on Regis
. campus
by Geneva Corirossi
Do you know the student body that runs
the activities at Regis? Probably not. The fact
is that roughly 36% of Regis students voted
for our president. For the 64% of you who did
not take the time to vote, her name is Dana
Emmons. She heads the Executive Cabinet,
which is the student leadership at Regis. The
mission statement of the cabinet is:
"Maximizing the Regis experience through
authentic leadership." Now it is about time
that the students of Regis meet the leaders on
campus.
To begin. the three elected officials by
Regis students are Dana Emmons. President;
Walker Sears, Vice-President; and Robert
Spomer, Chief Justice. These three leaders,
along with Student Life Directors Scou
Campbell and Dave Law. have appointed eight
additional students to the Executive Cabinet
through a process of interviews and essays.
Dana Emmons' job is to interact with the
students and provide an atmosphere they
enjoy. She conveys the wants of students to
the rest of the committee and makes sure that
their voices are heard. She is a "liaison
between the students and the faculty."
Emmons wishes that Regis students would
realize the hard work she does, of course with
the help of the cabinet, because students rarely
attend the programs that are offered. This is
the challenge of her position.
Walker Sears is the Vice-President. His
job is to help bring clubs to the students
through the club fair. As vice-president, Sears
has made progressive changes to Senate
meetings and works hard to make the student
voice heard by the faculty advisor, Scott
Campbell.
The Chief Justice is senior Robert
Spomer. He is an advisor to the Judicial

Board. Commonly known as J-Board, this is
an environment in which students are judged
on their disciplinary actions by other students.
Spomer's other duties are to advise both
Senate and Executive Cabinet on their
Parliamentary Procedures. He also serves on
the Organizational Review Committee.
Laura Biondi is majoring in Accounting
and Business Finance, a perfect fit for her
position as Director of Finance. She is the
Chair of the Appropriations Committee. Her
job is to monitor the budget for the cabinet.
clubs, and organizations at Regis.
Marissa Carelli is the Director of Student
lnvolvement, also known as SIC. SIC hosts
all of the events for Homecoming week and
Mr. Regis. As Director of SIC. she tries to ge1
the student~ involved in athletic events across
campus. and can be seen at these events all
year. She also helps Antonio Maes with the
Superfan club at Regis. In essence, her job is
to promote student involvement on campus by
providing activities for students to attend.
Antonio Maes is the Director of Athletic
Affairs. He organizes the Superfan club,
which encourages students to cheer for
athletes and attend their games. He also
coordinates the golf tournament and
Homecoming Week, especially Mr. Regis with
Marissa Carelli. Recently. Maes organized a
"Meet the Athletes" event in the Pub, for
students to become more familiar with the
a1hJetes, so more students would attend the
sporting events al Regis.
The Director of Mu1ticultural Affairs or
MAC is Wesley Lisitza. He is in charge of
bringing diversity to campus through various
events such as the Multicultural Newsletter,
swing dance lessons, and awareness of Martin
Luther King Jr. Week.
Quinn McCoy directs the Programming
Activities Committee, 'also known as PAC.

This junior at Regis has a great deal of
responsibility because she and her committee
host Thursday ThrilJs. Every Thursday, they
entertain the student body with various events
and games in the cafeteria. She also works
along side Emmons to decide on themes and
locations for the Regis formal dances. McCoy
enjoys her job because she "allows the
students to forget about papers and tests once a
week, by offering them an outlet of fun."
Laura Neilsen is the Director of Nursing.
As a student of the Nursing Program a1 Regis,
Neilsen is always busy with late classes and
clinicals. Somewhere in her busy schedule she
finds time to· stay active on campus. She
promotes health awareness across campus by
presenting the student body with a chance to
donate blood in the Blood Drive.
Anne Svoboda is the Director of the
Health Awareness Committee or HAC. She
works on bringing health awareness to campus
through programs such as the Blood Drive,
Cold Kits, and Nutritionist events.
The Director of Operations is Jaclyn
Rostie. Her duties under this position are to
take the minutes a1 both the Executive Cabinet
and Senate meetings. Rostie is in charge of all
the class representatives and their events
throughout the year. Some include the 1st
Snow shirts and event, and movie nights off
campus. Most requests from students go
through Rostie or the class representatives.
Now that you have learned about the
leaders at Regis, you can attend their events.
They work hard year-round trying to offer an
environment that students can enjoy. If you
ever have any concerns just attend a meeting
or give them a call. All. meetings are open to
students every Tuesday at 4 :40 p.m. upstairs in
the Student Center in the Executive Cabinet
office and their extension is 5394.

Prioritize and stay self-aware as finals approach
by Bea Bruintjes
Lots of caffeine and junk food. It seems
unreal, but it is true. The semester has flown
by and we are aU scrambling to get our work
done on time. The atmosphere around the
Regis campus is typical of a semester drawing
to a close. The library and the computer labs
have become popular gathering places and
people are running around campus speaking a
mile a minute about how stressed they are.
"You won't believe how stressed r am. J don't
even .remember what sleep is. Did I tell you
how stressed Jam?" These are common
phrases heard around campus. Many of us
like to procrastinate, and now have no choice
but to pull off aJl-nighters in order to finish
that paper or assignment. Since there is this
immense pressure as the semester draws to a
close, what are some of the solutions students
are seeking to stay on top of things?

One solution is to drink gallons of
caffeine and stock up on junk food, but it
seems to me that this only provides temporary
relief, which ceases after a few hours when
one comes crashing down from the caffeine
and sugar high. Some students are managing
more effectively, and they have some useful
tips that may help others to survive these last
few weeks of the semester. For those students,
the trick to staying on top of things is selfawareness. "Don't take on more than you can
handle," says one student. "Know your limits
and respecl them," says another. A person
who recognizes and manages stress is able to
use it positively to motivate and energize. and
so, to pull off that last minute paper with poise
and focus. Thus. pinpointing things that
cause stress and channeling. their force into
motivation and productivity is important.
Prioritizing is also essential. Being
labeled as anti-social for a week or weekend

may be necessary as class assignments become
more. important than talking to friends a dozen
times a <4y. There are other times during the
semester when social life and friends take
priority such as Ranger Week. Some students
have also suggested making lists. Things on
paper always seem Jess overwhelming and it
will help to organize and prioritize.
"Sometimes writing a list makes me feel better
since it seems like I have already
accomplished something,'' says one senior.
The key to survival is to take care of
yourself, and caffeine and sugar may just not
cut it. Getting enough sleep (yeah right),
eating weU, and exercising are aU sources of
energy and help the mind and body to sray
focused during those long hours behind the
computer or when trying to finish that 500
page novel. Just think, only a couple more
weeks!

Regis students respond to recent Anthrax hoaxes and actual attacks
by Rich Cadwallader
Anthrax has been in all of the headlines
for weeks now. The scare of lethal bacteria
infecting the U.S. postal system reaches to
every comer of the country. Major politicians
in the nation's capital, like Tom Daschle, who,
in an interview on Nov. 25 on Fox News
Sunday, declared that be does not think
citizens' mail is entirely safe, permeate such
fears. "We can't possibly protect every single
one of our citizens from the possibility of
another attack," he continued. Many aero s the
nation are stocking up on antibiotics and
praying that their family does not fall ill.
In the wake of the Anthrax attacks. a

series of Anthrax hoaxes have haunted the
nation. Many students here at Regis tell tales
of how their families have been the victims of
such hoaxes. When asked directly, however,
Regis students had a wide range of opinions of
biological terrorism and the chances of it
affecting them personally. "Anthrax has killed
five people in the last month," freshmen
Thomas Griggs said. "Car accidents have
killed 20 people before 9:00 a.m. So am I
worried about it? No!" Many students shared
Griggs' point of view. Brandon Linn also felt
confident that his chances of contracting the
bacteria are significantly low. "We must realize
what a small percentage has become infected.
Only a few people in our whole country," he

said. Jimmy Wagner felt that: "the biggest
pain .. . is that it makes the mail very slow.''
Not aJI students, however, are so confident.

'' As far as I can tell,
many people are not
facing this issue,''
-Claire Elizalde
James Harvey describes the recent
Anthrax attacks as "a devastating realization of
the power of chemical warfare and a small
preview of what's yet to come." Nor Falcon

ex.pressed a hope that the cares would soon
come to an end and life could return to some
sense of normalcy. "As far as I can tell, many
people are not facing this is ue," said Claire
Elizalde. "They simply think 'this is scary, but
it is not affecting me.'"
One student seemed to sum up the
opinions of the majority of those questioned: "I
am not losing any sJeep over the anthrax
situation. but I do wash my hands after dealing
with mail." Regis, just like the rest of the
country. is caught in a sense of limbo waiting
for this situation (and terrorism as a whole) to
either explode into something they can worry
about, or to end.
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Holiday shopping on a college student's budget

AlL I w<Mtt{or C~'

Low and no-cost gifts for family and friends
by Quinn McCoy
If you're a typical Regis student and your money
has been sparsely spread across rent. utilities, and gas
and you're now scraping the bottom of the barrel for
the extra pennies to buy gifts for your family and
friends. then it's time to consider some of these low
budget present~ for the holidays.
*Decorate a picture frame with paint. Cost:
$6 for the frame plus paint supplies.
*Make a collage of pictures of you and
your friends. Cost: free!
*Make a homemade coupon book with
coupons for a free hug, or a free back rub.
Cost: Free!
*Movie gift certificates. Cost: $JO.
*Make a Christmas ornament. Cost: $2-$5.
*Make hemp jewelry. Cost: $15 for supplies.
*Bw-n a mixed c.d. Cost: $10 for 10 blank c.d.s
*Make an assortment of their favorite candy.
Cost: $5-$10.
*Make homemade cookies. Cost: $5-$10.
*Buy a movie. Cost: $7-$15.

* A smaH bottle of perfume or cologne. Cost
$15.
*Hair ties. Cost: $5.
*Fingernail polish. Cost: $2-$5.
*Chapstick or lip-gloss. Cost: $2-$5.
*Baseball cap or a snow hat. Cost: $15.
*Posters of bands, sports figures, or scenery.
Cost: $10-$15
*Books. Cost: $10-$20.
*Calendar. Cost: $10.
Junior Jillian Goemmel says, "Buying for my
brother, two sisters, and parents can get a little rough.
Luckily they are pleased with anything that comes
from my heart."
After shopping for gifts for his family, Brent
Waller, a junior, was excited about still having money
left over. He says, "Now l can buy gifts for more of
my good friends.
Junior, Lindsay Chabot-Olson says, "I would be
happy with any gift. It's not what someone gets you,
but just the fact that they even thought of you."
The important thing to remember is not how

,;

w. ..

Regis students reveal their Christmas wishes

mueh money you spend or how extravagant the gift,
but to take the time to show appreciation for the
people around you. So as you begin to run low on

by Arlana Etter
Thanksgiving has just passed and the next
holiday we anxiously await is Christmas.
Christmas is the season of giving. But what l
want to know is what do Regis students want for
Christmas?
I know world peace is at the top of
everyone's wish list, but what else do Regis
students want? Are there any popular gift ideas
this season or does money sound like the perfect
present for the typical college student?
When I asked Senior Steve Uhen what he
wanted for Christmas he simply replied, "the new
air Jordan basketball sneakers." Junior Heidi
Kurtz says her Christmas would be complete with,
''a new coffee pot, dishes, an ironing board, a
warm winter coat and of course a new pair of
bindings for the slopes this season." Junior Mary
Baier says, "an unlimited online shopping spree
and of course ending world hunger would be an
appropriate present."
With so many new gift ideas out on the

"I would be happy
with any gift. It's not
what someone gets
you, but just the fact
that they even thought
of you.''
-Lindsay Chabot-Olson
money, take a minute to think of these low cost gifts
that will Jet your loved ones know you are thinking of
them.

market it is hard to say what this year's new
popular gift idea will be. Some predictions of this

.. the best present of
all would 'be to ,be
able to see my family
, ·since I haven't seen
... ~them for three

months."
-Nllfalie,}'wibeU
year's hot gift ideas include Microsoft X-Box
game system and the Nintendo game cube. If
these don't sound like the appropriate gift for some

people don't forget gift certificates to dinner and
movies. They always come in handy when there
is little money to spend on food and entertainment.
Last but not least, one must not forget the
universal, one size fits all gift of pure cash. When
you are not sure what to give someone for
Christmas just remember that money is a quick
easy way to send someone holiday wishes.
But according to sophomore Natalie Twibell,
Christmas presents are not what's important. She
says, "the best present of all would be to be able
to see my family since I haven't seen them for
three months." Freshman Thomas Davidson
wants, "the snow to start falling in the mountains
so he can start the ski sea.~on and pick up the cute
ski bunnies."
The Christmas season is quickly approaching.
so don't be caught up in hectic last minute
shopping. Just remember that whether you give
the gift of money or the most popular gift idea of
the season, the best gift of all is the gift of giving.

Get in the spirit with
Give from your heart this year Looking for the perfect gift? Try the Denver Pavilions
tree lighting Regis style: with holiday volunteer programs
Be there Dec. 6
i

by Kathleen Coyne

by Quinn McCoy

by Rich Cadwallader
Do you ever glance at the
evergreen tree on the north side of the
quad that stands big and broad next to
Carroll Hall and hope that it would be lit
up for Christmas? It really would make

a perfect huge Christmas tree, wouldn't
it? Well, it's actually a well-known fact
that Regis annually has a tree lighting
ceremony where lights that Physical
Plant artisticalJy strings the tree with are
plugged in. It's sort of Regis' way of
bringing in the Christmas season.
Maybe it's not as big a tree lighting
ceremony as you might see on
television, but most of those are staged
anyway. Trust me.
All Regis students should take a
little bit of time away from their rigid
study schedule on Thursday, Dec. 6 at
5:30 p.m. to go visit the big evergreen
tree in the quad and relax in the
knowledge that after a simple little week
of finals. they get to go home and do as
little as possible for their Christmas
break. Those who can spare a little bit
more time are more than welcome at the
reception in the second floor of the
srudent center. where refreshments will
be served. Santa will be there and
srudents are more than welcome to sit
on his lap and beg him for straight A's
for Christmas.
So come ring in Christmas with
your friendly neighborhood Jesuit
University.

For most people the holiday season is a time to be
with family and friends, eat lots of food, open gifts, and
celebrate in the comfort of a wann home, surrounded
by sweet smells, and cheerful sounds. But for some,
the holidays can be a very hard time. Fortunately, there
are some kind hearts that want to help. Around campus
there are acts of charity throughout the holiday season.
Fr. Kevin Cullen, S.J., comments
on the outreach during the
holidays. "When people reflect
during the season of advent, they
find their reflections lead them
to act. So. it's in the spirit of
sharing one's gift that people
choose to offer their services to
organizations."
O'Connell Hall and the
Executive Cabinet sponsored
families for both Thanksgiving
and Christmas through Safe
House. Srudents living in the
halls donated spare change for
both of the families. Dana
Emmons, Srudent Body President, says, 'Tm just
excited that so many people were willing and happy to
help. It really makes me happy to know that the
students here are so giving." [n addition. Darcy
Fehringer, the Graduate Hall Director for O'Connell
Hall, baked cookies and invited residents into her home
to raise money. She called it "cookies for cash." She

asked students to give any amount of change in
exchange for some cookies.
Phi Alpha Delta, the law organization on campus,
held a canned food drive for the holiday season. You
can drop off canned food all around campus. The
Student Activities Office staff plans on volunteering at
a soup kitchen during the season. Charity Hermes, the
office manager for Student Activities, says, "[ think it is
really important to give a little extra when you can.
Nothing bad can ever come of it"
Outside the Regis campus there
are many chances to help out. The
Salvation Army is a traditional
organization that can be seen and
heard ringing their bells across
town. Other local programs include
"Toys-For-Tots," which is sponsored
by the Marines. They take
donations at Bronco home games,
and at Freedom Harley Davidson in
Lakewood. Channel 4 runs "Coats
for Colorado" throughout the winter
season. They take all types of coats,
especially children's and men's.
Dependable Cleaners across the Denver metro area
takes all donations.
If you are interested in helping out but can't afford
the extra costs, soup kitchens, churches, Have-A-Heart
Foundation, the Samaritan House, and other local
charity organizations are always looking for volunteers.
Take time this holiday to appreciate what you have and
share it with others.

Christmas is a few short weeks away but
where should we go to buy presents? The city
of Denver has one of the best shopping areas in
the metropolitan area, yet it isn't a mall and it
isn't that well known as a shopping district. On
Sixteenth Street, the Denver Pavilions holds lots
of shops and restaurants that can satisfy any
Christmas shopper. The Pavilions are actually
located outside. The three levels of stores are
connected through various sets of stairs and
escalators. Al one end of the shopping center is

To avoid the crowds
at the big malls such
as Cherry Creek and
Flat Irons, head to
the Denver Pavilions.
V1rgin Megastore and at the other is the United
Anists movie theater.
Because I am not that creative with
presents and hate giving people things that they
could possibly hate. l stopped at Maggiano's to
buy my grandparents a gift certificate. This is
0~~ of the greatest Italian restaurants l have
,·isited. The menu is also so diverse that even
people who cannot stand pasta, chicken,
~afood, or beef can find something to enjoy.
ere are also other chain restaurants located

there: Wolfgang Puck, Comer Bakery, and Hard
Rock Cafe. I figure, I buy something for my
relatives to share, and it saves me a lot of time
searching, even though it may be a little pricey.
My next objective was to find something
for my sister who has somehow hated every
present l have given her even though she told
me to buy them. There are a lot of stores for
girls, such as Express, Gap, and Banana
Republic, but I decided to go to Forever 21.
She has never heard of the store and lives in
Chicago so I could buy her anything. tell her
that it was from a trendy boutique and as long
as it fit. she will like it.
Buying a gift for my dad was the easiest
thing. He loves to read. So I just walked to
the Barnes and Noble to find a book.
Somehow it is always crazy in there and takes
what seems like an hour to get any help. The
easiest solution is to figure out what book to
purchase before getting there, or at least know
a general section that you want to look
through. And if your father hates books, head
to Havana's, which is a cigar shop or Nike
Town. There are always lin1e things that guys
love at those kinds of shops.
Virgin Megastore was the next stop. My
mother loves music and, although I don't
always approve of it, she blasts it in our
kitchen and living room. So, being the
cunning daughter that I am, I decided to buy
her CDs that I enjoy so when she blasts them,
it won't be as bad. Although the prices are a
little higher than my favorite ·cheap CD store,
Best Buy, it was worth it. Any CD that l

wanted was available and it was organized. I
decided to purchase the Saw Doctors, which is
an Irish group that l Jove. My mom will have
no idea. I was able to enter the doors, browse,
and purchase the CD in less than 15 minutes.
That is how shopping should be!
While I was in Vrrgin Megastore l wanted
to get my friend a movie. Bad idea. AH of the
VHS tapes that are available are at least a year
old. If someone wanted to buy a new movie,
such as Sbrek or the Grinch starring Jim Carrey,

The Denver Pavilions

it would have to be bought on DVD. I guess
you could call me old fashioned but I just don't
have a DVD player. I just went into Hot Topic
and bought him a weird shirt.
To avoid the crowds at the big malls such
as Cherry Creek and Aat Irons, head to the
Denver. Pavilions, There are thousands of
parking spaces within two blocks and it is easily
accessible by RTD and cabs. The stores are
diverse enough to please everyone on your list
and it is less than 15 minutes from Regis!

Photo Courtesy of the Denver Metro Convention & Visitors Bureau
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Jennifer Bahl excels in both athletics and academics
learned a lot about the game and how to be a
team player. Bahl has also made many lifelong
friendships and just as importantly. had fun.
With three brothers who also play
basketball, Matt ( 19).

by Molly Marrin
Jennifer Marie Bahl is a collegiate
basketball player and straight" A" student. She
has a resume that makes an average student
feel lazy. This Valedictorian of Skyview High
School in Thornton. Colorado has been
playing basketball since she was in the fourth
grade. She played on an all boys team and
claims. "l hated it. They never passed me the
ball. My dad made me play." Luckily, she
stuck with the game and liked it the next year
when her dad was the coach.
Although she started playing basketball
because her three younger brothers played,
over the years Bahl has grown to love the
game and is currently a starting guard on the
Regis women's basketball team. While she was
a superstar in high school, Bahl's hard work
and dedication to the game have also proved to
serve her well at the college level. Bahl chose
Regis because of its academic reputation, for
the opportunity to play and because it was
close to home. In her time as a Ranger, she has

Colorado College.
Steven ( 18). Colorado
School of Mines and
Michael (16),
:
Broomfield High
School, it is easy to
get overlooked. But, .
Bahl's drive and desire ·
0
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She was nominated by the Regis athletic
director and was chosen by the NCAA to
represent the Rocky Mountain Athletic
Conference (RMAC). She meets three times a
year with other
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hold her own in her
..
family and in the
. .
world. Bahl is very grateful for basketball
because, in her words, "working hard in
basketbalJ has helped me to establish a good
work ethic for all of my other interests."
Bahl is the representative to the NCAA I1
Student Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC).
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"It is rewarding
to be a part of the
SAAC because it is such a prestigious honor,"
says Bahl.
The most influential person in Bahl's life
is her father, Joe Bahl. This 6'4", 240-lb man,
with an intimidating demeanor, has had the
most influence on Bahl's life because of all the
•.

»

. ··"'·" ..

sacrifices that he has made in having four
children and because he put so much effort
into raising them.
"He always put himself second to the
needs of the family. I never had to worry about
anything because I knew that he would take
care of it." She also says, "His work ethic
served as an example for my brothers and me."
Bahl will graduate in the spring of 2003
with a major in mathematics and a minor in
secondary education. She will likely stay in
Colorado and plans on teaching math at an
area high school immediately following
graduation.
As she trots into the gymnasium singing
her favorite N'SYNC tune, Jenny's easy- going
personality makes it difficult for you to not
like her. Her natural leadership qualities and
lead-by-example approach to life earn her
respect from those who know her. While Bahl
has accomplished many things in her 2 l years,
it is not her resume that sets her apart from the
rest, but her ambition.

Men's and Women's basketball with a solid start this season
by Molly Marrin
Proactive defense will be the key to
successful seasons for both the Regis men's
and women's basketball teams this winter.
Both teams are faced with a challenge as they
follow the first-class performances displayed
by the fall sports teams.
Just two games into the season, the
Ranger women show a promising future. The
experienced squad, with two freshmen, two
ophomores, nine juniors and one senior are
gearing up to battle yet again for a top spot in
the competitive Rocky Mountain Athletic
Conference. Returning from last season's
record of 17-10, the women come back with
more enthusiasm than ever. The Rangers
traveled to Quincy, Illinois on November 16
and 17 and competed against Lincoln
Memorial (L, 59-48) and the University of

Missouri-Rolla (W. 76-54). Erica Schutte was
the Ranger's top player for the weekend as she
registered 18 points and 7 rebounds in the
second game, earning her All-Tournament
honors.
With eight
players 5' JO" or
taller, their size and
athleticism make it
difficult for teams to
compete defensively.
The lack of a
superstar will force
each player to step
up and contribute offensively in order for the
Ranger women to be successful. The Rangers
started juniors Jenny Bahl, Rachel Caliga,
Laura Day, Haley MacNeil and Molly Manin
this past weekend. But, the competitive nature

Both teams are faced
with a challenge as they
foil ow the first-class
performances displayed
by the fall sports teams.
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Regis Corps has announced 17 people as
2002 Corpsmembers. Corpsmembers will
begin their four-year odyssey on January 4th
when they head to the Southwest for a 7-day
backcountry adventure. Corpsmembers were
selected based on nominations, background,
and an interview.
Regis Corps consulting director, Derek
Cabrera, said, "This year's applicant pool was
impressive. The selection process was very
difficult because we got so many great
applicants and only had a limited number of
positions." Only thirty-three percent of the
applicant pool was chosen. The following
students were selected for the Regis Corps
experience:
Alicia Coughlin, Andrew Drummond,
Kaitin Hannon, Maureen Jackson, Tessa
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University (50-55). In the first game, the
Rangers were led by Michael Carter with 19
points and four steals. ln the Rockhurst game,
Michael Rhodes scored 14 points. Jeremy
Bennett, who is second on the tean1 in scoring
with 12 points per game. and Randell Nelson,
who leads the Ranger men in boards per game
with six, have displayed superior performances
thus far. as well.
The Rangers rely heavily on their defense
this season because they are not a highpowered offensive team. With the lack of a
"big man" inside, perimeter players have to
step up and execute. The team looks to Rhodes
inside as he is making the transition from
forward to center. According to John Tharpe, a
graduate assistant, "The best chance they have
for a successful season is if everyone shows up
to play on the same night."

Backcountry adventures
in the Southwest for new
2002 Regis Corpsmembers:

I
I

I
I

and unwillingness to let up in practice leaves
the starting spots open to anyone. A mature
returning group is helping to introduce the five
talented newcomers (three juniors, two
freshmen) to the
progtam.
On the men's side.
aggressive defense will
be essential to a
winning season. Like
the women, they also
have no superstar so it
will be integtal that they
work together as a team.
The Ranger men have faced some tough
competition so far this season. They returned
from Kansas City, Missouri with close losses
against the University of Missouri-Rolla (6568) and the tournament host, Rockhurst

MEN;S BASKETBALL:, 2-3

E-LEGISLATIVEACTION.COM
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WOMEN,B«VOlLEVBAl.l: 24-9
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Dellarosa, Zachary Clark, Allison Rausch,
Christopher Bentler, Kate McGuire, Sara
Emmett. Tim Brungardt, Edward
Bessenbacher, Arny Tarnoff, Gerald
Mcwissen, Kileen Kroh, Stephanie Johnson,
Tom Deem.
The Regis Corps is a four-year
commitment that develops learners into
leaders. The Corps engages in a rigorous and
rewarding core curriculum based on four
pillars: leading vision, managing mission,
building capacity, and cultivating learning.
The result is an esprit de corps that chalJenges
students to dream, plan, and execute
meaningful projects in their life,
career, and community. Any project,
toward whatever ends they can dream.
If you have any questions about Regis
Corps, contact Courtney Malanify at Regis
University at 303-458-3505 or in Office J-12.
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Wireless

Visit AT&T Wireless today
·
for up to

in savings!
Visit AT&T Wireless today and buy a Nokia 3360
or 8260 phone and activate AT&T Wireless service.
Get up to 5165 in savings, including a 550 gift card
from one of many merchants. Now you can stay in
touch with the ones you love and still have a little
something left over.

Add the perfect finishing touch
with Nokia Original Accessories!
AID Wireless Mail-In Service Rebate.
'fwo-year agreement required.

(Actual Size)

£1aiHn Nokia Gift .Card Offer
Waived Activation Fee.
Two-year agreement required.

$165°0

,,

TOTAL SAVINGS

Return your Nokia mail-in coupon and get a gift card for use at one of these and other fine merchana. Purchase of a
Nokia 3360 or 8260 phone is required. See in-store information or visit www.nokiapromos.com for a complete list.

BORDERS'
a oo 11° 11ua I c-111~v1 r. 1 • cA,c

rnccys

•

Foot locker.

for details visit your local AT&T Wireless Store, authorized dealer,
W\VW.attwireless.com or call 1-800-1 MAG IN E.
~
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Costumes and Potter terminology may seem "coltish" to some
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by Rich Cadwallader

I talked to a fellow student here at Regis
recently who says that she refuses to go see
the Harry Potter movie or to read any of the
books because she doesn't want to be a part of
that "crazy cult" of people who have taken
tenninology from the Potter books and use it
as every day language. dress the same, and are
willing to pay money to learn more about an
imaginary culture. "They look down on you
just because you haven't read it," she says.
"They're snobs. They're Harry Potter snobs!"
I respect her for her stance. II takes a lot not
to surrender to the pressures that movie
conglomerates bring. AOL-Time Warner has
shown no mercy in the advertising for this
new blockbuster movie and is surely rejoicing
in their guaranteed success, gained by
piggybacking the success of the book series.
I hated the Beanie Baby craze more than. I
hate the Harry Potter craze, but they come
from the same source. Somewhere. buried in
the mystery known as American mainstream
enterta.inment. is a desire to do exactly what
television commercials tell us to. r don't know
whether to tip my hat to J.K. Rowling for
writing a book that took a world that hardly
knew her name and made them await her
every written word as though it were a new
gospel. or to smack every single person who
has read the Potter books and got caught up in

the crazy cullishness of it all. Teenagers
dressed in Harry Potter costumes streamed
through the doors on the opening night of the
movie and cried like it was the greatest film
ever made.
Despite all the loathing that I hold for the
people who can take a good book and a decent

Harry Potter gives
kids a hero their age
who stands up for
hitnself, fights for
what is right even
when the odds are
against him and
co1nes out in the end
victorious over evil.
movie and turn them into a cultural
phenomenon, I despise those who are ranting
and raving about how evil Harry Potter is even
more. A woman in my hometown protestant
church (which is slowly turning more and

puzz 108

more conservative) has been standing in front
of the congregation lately and urging every
parent to forbid their children from reading the
Harry Potter books or seeing the movie
because they go against Christian teaching.
See, apparently these books that have children
clamoring to read rather than watch more
mind numbing television, endorse the idea of
magic a little bit too strongly for conservative
Christian comfort. It seems to me that these
crazily over-conservative Christians need a
little bit of a refresher course in how to
cultivate an imagination.
Children with adequate parenting are
quite adept at fmding the difference between
fantasy and reality. Harry Potter gives kids a
hero their age who stands up for himself,
fights for what is right even when the odds are
'
against hin1 and comes out in the end
victorious over evil. Maybe these people are
simply upset that ldds might be taught that
adults aren't always right. Well, kids already
know that. They've known it for years. You
show me one bit of the Potter stories that will
be any more harmful to chil_dren than the
fantasy that Superman can fly was, and 1 will
gladly concede the point.
I have seen the movie and read the first
book. They are both decenr. My suggestion
to everyone is to read the books and to see the
movie, but keep a head on your shoulders and
try to stay out of the Potter cult.

puzz107
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ACROSS
1 Able

4Pop

80cean
11 Lady

j

II

12 Fonner Russian emperor
13 Small bug
14 Article
15 7th Greek letter
17 Elater
19 Make tatting
21 _ King Cole
23 Opera solo
24 Expression or sorrow
26 Dine
28 Mistakes
30 Scar
32 17th Greek letter
34Se1f
35Atop
37Tongue
40 PreflX meaning "in"
41 Sack
43 Done
44 Haul
46 Tehran is the capital
48Gang
50 Substance

53 Iran's monetary unit
55Angry
57 Peak
58 Park police
60 Helpl
62 Exist
63 N. American Indian
64 Bright star
66Aid
68 Ever (poetic)
69 Freshwater duck
70Each

DOWN
1 Water channel
2 Form of be
3Bom
40k:I

5Bone
6Bit
7 Region
81rony
9Grow
10 Dined
11 lnfonnation
16 Preposition
18 Before (Poetic)
20Cap

22 Earrs territory
25 Unhappy
27 Article
29 Father's boy
31 Free
33 Fall month (abbr.)
35 Sash
36Tell
38 Focus
39 Clothes
42 Type of dive
45Sage
47 Gripe
49 Basic
51 Serious
52Allowance
54 Season of fasting
56Achieve

58Woe
59 Fish eggs
61 Sucker
65 Eastern state (abbr.)
67 Exist
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by Jaclyn Rostie

Dancing, singing, and an onstage band
captivated audiences during the performances
of the Broadway musical Swing! presented at
the Buell Theatre in the Denver Performing
Arts Complex from Nov. l1 through Nov. 18.
During the performance, the audience was
surprised with flying dancers held up by
bright blue bungee cords. Swing!
mesmerized the audience with a variety of
types of swing dancing that included West
Coast Swing, East Coast Swing, Country
swing, and Latin Swing. The dancers were
tossed, slinked, slid. and spun to all the
different swing songs. Musical numbers
incorporated many familiar classic songs like
"It Don't Mean a Thing (lf It Ain't Got That
Swing)," "Rhythm," "Boogie Woogie Bugle
Boy," and "A String of Pearls." The dancing
was incredible and the singers were
phenomenal. During the perfonnance there
were over 30 musical routines from all
different genres. Jessie Frazier said, "1 really
enjoyed Swing!, the dancing, singing, and
bungee routine were great."

Swing! mesmerized the
audience with a variety
of types of swing
dancing that included
West Coast Swing,
East Coast Swing,
Country swing, and
Latin Swing.
Swing.' was choreographed and directed
by Lynne Taylor-Corbett of Littleton, Colo.
The show was created on the basis of swing
music's appeal to everyone, young and old.
1n part of the performance, for a unique twist,
she had the musicians dance with the
performers. She also added the bungee
number. Taylor-Corbett has also
choreographed Great Galloping Gottschalk
for the American Ballet Theatre, the musicals
Chess, Titanic, and Faust, as weU as the films
Footloose, and My Blue Heaven. She has
been nominated for two Tony Awards for
Swing.', Best Director and Best
Choreography. Swing! was nominated for a
total of six Tony Awards which include Best
New Musical, and Best Orchestrations.
Paul Kelly thought up the original idea
for the musical in conjunction with Marc
Routh. They pitched the idea to TaylorCorbett. From there, Kelly, Routh, and
Taylor-Corbett developed and researched
swing by attending workshops, competitions,
and performances. For their creation, they
mixed both trained swing dancers with
Broadway dancers who were taught the
technique.
Originally, swing was the music
developed in the mid 1930s to the mid 1940s
distinguished by having a fast tempo and by
being played by big bands. This music lent
itself to fast and energetic dancing where men
would toss women high into the air. The
term swing became the name for the dance as
well. The original swing dance was the
Lindy Hop, created at the Savoy Ballroom in
Harlem, New York City.
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Britney delivers
quite·a show
by Kathleen Coyne
Oops .. .1 went to another teenybopper concert.
Yes. J am a 20-year old college student but I love
upbeat music and love to dance. r have been to more
concerts with little kids than my 15-year old sister.
The princess of pop, Britney Spears, played to
thousands of fans Monday, Nov. 12 at the Pepsi
Center. One might notice my wor4ing here because
it is rumored that Britney doesn't sing but she lipsyncs. The problem with Britney is that everyone
loves to hate her. Guys say that they do not like her
music-they just Jove her body. So, someone please
Jet me know why guys watch MTV videos or Music
Awards with her and why there were so many men at
the concert? And girls love to hate her because she is
beautiful. She has the Southern charm that everyone
wants. And she has a great body, which is not waifAguilera like.
After listening to the kids from the WB's
"Making the Band" group 0-town. Spears delivered a
great show. The tl1eme of the night was a dream
within a dream. Not only did she start tile show with
pyrotechnics but she also came out in a black lace
ensemble singing. "Oops .. .I Did it Again." Although
it wasn't the opening I expected, it was creative.
Her back.'Up dancers looked scarier tllan Michael
Jackson in the Thriller video. Britney wanted to
prove to the audience thar she definitely wasn't a 15year old anymore.
The song "Crazy" involved her dancers tying
her up and dragging her around the enormous stage.
Maybe she didn't want to dance much at the
beginning but it was just creepy seeing a teen idol
lied up and dragged around for five minutes. She
didn't play the stop remix that is a lot better than tile
oliginal and faster. I guess her 19-year old
choreographer -didn't tllink that it fit. She could have
told her creepy dancers to stop tying her up if she
sang. or mouthed, the remix.
After two songs, or about ten minutes into the
show, Britney completely changed clothes for tile
fu-st of four times. which is a little excessive. Yet she
came back onstage in a music box acting as a
ballerina singing to "Lucky." Then she threw on a
fur coat witll a red, white, and blue lining and sang
her second hit "Sometimes." It looked exactly like
the video without the flowers. plus a fur coat.
With her newest album having been released a
week before. she sang a bunch of new songs with the
audience actually knowing some of the words. All of
the songs seemed to show the audience that Britney
has grown up; she is just not an adult yet. Basically,
she is confused. 'Tm Not a Girl. Not Yet a Woman"
and "Anticipating" proved to the audience how
confused she is. Maybe that is what growing up is.
Her first single of the new album, 'Tm a Slave 4
U," was completely enjoyed by tile audience.
Although it lacks the animals that accompanied her
on MTV, she makes up for it by seductively crawling
across the floor and dancing around a pole or two
perfectly placed on stage.

thi

Tiie encore was by far the coolest, yet weirdest
ng that I have seen. She sang. or danced and
mouthed. to one song. That is not an encore. She
shouldn't have come back onstage. At the san1e time,
she didn't have to sing any other songs because of
how crazy the three-minute song was. She sang her
frr.st hit "Baby One More Time" while dancing in
rain. Sounds weird?!?! It was. There was rain
coming from the ceiling and she danced and hung off
~s and basically just showed off her almost naked
_dy_ while her dancers were completely clothed in
nun Jackets.
Though maybe she did not sing, Britney
perfonned a great show, from the fire and lights to
th
e dancing · Remember gomg
. to the circus
.
when
you were a little kid? This concert was better than I
remember• M be
.
little . ·
ay I want to pretend that I am still a
t
kid. Maybe I love Britney. Maybe I won't go
0
. another Brit ney S pears show again. Maybe l am
Just as confused as Britney.

Life : lit i.aevictUI
(JtC'D alla'D Cl eltiek fliek)
by Geneva Corirossi
Several weeks ago, life as a House
was only available in select cities at even
more select theatres. Now, it is open in
almost every city and rightfully so. This
film is a touching and amusing story of a
family tllat was once tom apart, and is now
building its way back togetller. The tale
consists of a divorced couple, a troubled
teenage son. and the girl next door. Kevin
Kline plays the father in the film and Kristin
Scott Thomas plays his ex-wife. Together
they are trying to raise their estranged son
played by Hayden Christensen. No one can
get through to him except for the cute girl
next door played by Jena Malone. The film
is centered around the building of a house as
well as a new life for all the characters.
When George, the father, discovers he
has terminal cancer, he is determined to
make something of himself and his life
before it its over. He tells Robin, his exwife, that he is taking tlleir son. Sam. for the
summer. Sam is a troubled teenager who
spends his time getting high and listening to
hate music. Bu_t most of all, he avoids his
parents at all costs. Throughout the course

by Cory Meiser
Great movie. Forget the fact that there
is no plot. Forget that the humor is crude.
random, and almost completely tasteless.
Forget that the movie is largely another
offbeat teen comedy. Forget au these flaws.
Out Cold has snowboarding, and good
snowboarding at that Devun Walsh and
Tara Dakides tear up tl1e slopes.
And for me, that's all that matters. If I
wanted to see a movie with a plot I would
have gone to - well, any other movie. If I
wanted to see a classy comedy with
maturity [ would have gone to - well any
other comedy. But I wanted to see
snowboarding. Out Cold delivered. Precise

of the film, tlie two men
build a house that tands
for much more than just a
shelter.
Together, fatller and
son begin a true
relationship by working
on the house. Slowly,
Sam changes into a
loving and seemingly
normal teenager. Of
course it doesn't hurt tllat
the cute next-door
neighbor i.s a girl around
his age. Alyssa helps to
change Sam from the
angry gothic he was, to
the caring, "normal" boy
that he is inside.
This film is a New
Line Cinema masterpiece.
It touches on a sense of
family. reconciliation,
love an~ community.
Also, this fl.Im i not just
a "chick flick." Guys will
enjoy it just as µmch.

snowboarding that you can't find on any
slope around, that's what makes this a great
movie ...
... This was the review I began to write
in my he.id while watching the beginning of
Out Cold in the theatre. However, with
movies as in life, you shouldn't begin to
review before it's all said and done. Things
have a tendency to change.
And in tile case of Out Cold thesnowboarding just stops. 1\venty minutes in
and no more boarding. Lame jokes? Of
course. Half-witted love triangle? Yep. tllat
too. The evil man still want to sell tile
beloved mountain, and the heroes still party
like tllere is no tomorrow. But none of mis
is done on a snowboard. Twenty minutes

CHRISTENSEN

MAlON
STEENBURGErJ

Life AS A
HOUSE·
seen
trom a dis~nce.,
In oertect

in. That's when the disappointment strikes. I
kept hoping for another charge down the
mountain - maybe some rail-grind.s, possibly
a backside 540, heck I would have settled
for a simple (f say simple like 1 could
actually make it down the mountain on a

Lame jokes? Of
course. Half-witted
love triangle? Yep,
that too.
'

board to save my life) method. But alas. no
boarding would come until the last 15
minutes of die movie, and by
this time I had lost all hope.
Don't get me wrong, Out
Cold i not a bad movie. It is
actually a better movie than I
was expecting. The crude
comedy grows on you. The
stock. half-witted characters
charm you at Limes. The
randomness is endearing. All
this makes you forget that tllere
is no plot. After all where else
can you see a guy named "Pig
Pen" beat on a "cripple's"
paralyzed leg - and laugh at the
absurdity?
No. Out Cold is not a bad
movie. It is one I will probably
even see again when it comes to
video. It is just not the
snowboarding movie [ paid to
see. That's where the
Plh_o....to.....
by_:_S_h_a_n_
e -=-u=-a_rv_e_y- - ;C:;-o-py-:n-:.g-:-;h;::t-;S::::py~g:-;la:s:s:--;E;:n::,e::rt:a:::;i::
nn:,:ent::-:G::::-n:v:-:-:u:p,- LP.
;-;;.-;A;--;ll;-R;;,;-:.g-;:
ht:s:--;R;:e:-:se::rv
=ed~1 disappointment lies.
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New Ideas

Volunteer

Calendar
December 3 - 16
Monday, December 3

Request for Volunteers, Tutors, and
Mentors
The Colorado I Have a Dream
Foundation, whose mission is to
encourage the I 00% high school
graduation of potentially at risk youth
throughout grades 4-12 in Denver Public
Schools, is current seeking volunteer
tutors and mentors. Contact Yvette
Herrera for specific details on these
opportunities at 303-86 L-5005 or log on
to our website at www.cihadf.org.

INTERESTED .IN SPACE
COLONIZATION?
http://www.dynasophy.org

A philosophy for the future

· Part 1 of Free Firt Aid courses 4-6 pm, Carol
Hall, Evergreen Room

Tuesday, December 4

· BOC, Anything Goes@ The Boulder Dinner
Theatre
· Men's Basketball vs. Northwest Nazarene Univ.
7:30 pm
· Essential Oils Presentation 9 pm, Pub

Wednesday, December 5

The lligblander wants to
.Jl__ hear &om

~

YOUI
If you have

· Women's Basketball vs. Northern Colorado 7 pm
· Last Call: Anything Goes @ The Boulder Dinner
Theatre

· Tree Lighting Ceremony 5:30 pm, Quad
· Thursday Thrills: Open Mic 10 pm

c&

story ideas, letters, editorials,
announcements, ads or events, ernaj] us at HigbJande:r@regis.edu
or call (303) 964-5391

· Men's Basketball vs. Adams State 5:30 pm
- Women's Basketball vs. Adams State 7:30 pm

Monday, December 10

- Part 2: Free first Aid Courses 4-6 pm, Carol Hall,
Evergreen Room
· Exams
- Exams
• Finals Breakfast

· Exams
-Reflections Deadline
· Exams

~ttFAMIL.Y
· Exams
· Lights, Lessons, and Carols 4 pm, ALC gym

~LA.ss6S

§

6Y6 5>VcMS

*

CoNrACT L6NS6S

Frrr6?>

*

· Winter Break Begins

LAS6R. SL<R,GeR.Y CoNSL,U..T,'tTlONS

- Men's Basketball @ CU Colorado Springs 12 pm
- Women's Basketball @ CU 2 pm
- Commencement
- Winter Baccalaureate 9:30 am

·

Have an activitv vou would like
included on the communitv
calendar?
e-mail it to the highlander: highlander@regis.edu

